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Executive Summary

Proposed Development:

17km of new Overhead Lines (OHL) in North Wales, providing connection into the
IEC power network from four proposed wind farms. OHL will be carried via wood
pole towers.

Site Location:

The OHL route begins approximately 3km north east of Llyn Brenig reservoir and
ends approximately 3km south west of St. Asaph.

Current site use:

The OHL route generally comprises agricultural land, with a mixture of cattle, sheep
and arable farming within managed field boundaries. Several sections of forestry are
present, and numerous watercourses and footpaths cross the OHL route.

Historical site use:

There has been limited previous site use according to historical mapping. Numerous
roads, footpaths and watercourses cut through the OHL route along its length, and
there are several sections of forestry.
Development in the surrounding area generally comprises farm houses and historical
quarrying sites.

Ground conditions:

Geotechnical Assessment

Ground conditions along the OHL route are generally indicated to comprise:
•

Devensian till comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel underlying the majority of
the OHL route.

•

Pockets of alluvial deposits comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel along the
OHL route where streams and rivers are encountered.

•

Bedrock comprising mudstone, siltstone and sandstone underlying the
majority of the OHL route, with limestone underlying the northernmost 2.1km
of the OHL route. Bedrock is suspected to be shallow where no superficial
deposits are indicated on geology maps and where historical bedrock
quarrying has taken place in vicinity of the OHL route.

A preliminary geotechnical assessment to indicate anticipated ground conditions at
OHL tower locations has been undertaken and is presented herein.
Based on the classification system defined in Section 4.2, approximately 30 towers
are likely to be within ‘poor' ground conditions (requiring concrete foundations), 43
towers within the vicinity of shallow bedrock and the remaining 145 towers within
'moderate' ground conditions (which may facilitate traditional foundation types).

Recommendations

i

It is recommended that a site walkover is undertaken by a Geotechnical Engineer or
Engineering Geologist to visually examine the ground conditions at the proposed
tower locations and undertake field tests (comprising hand vane and/or probing) to
more accurately estimate the composition and strength of the near surface soils, and
probe for the potential presence of shallow bedrock. A visual inspection of the
surrounding area would also be undertaken to assess the potential risk of slope
stability and other ground-related hazards.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

Mott MacDonald Limited (MML) has been commissioned by Iberdrola Engineering and Construction (IEC)
to undertake a Geotechnical Desk Study for the North Wales Wind Farm Connection project, which
comprises the installation of approximately 17km of proposed new Overhead Lines (OHL) located in north
Wales as highlighted in Figure 1.1.
This report presents the results of a review of available desk-based geotechnical information relating to the
OHL route, in addition to a summary of walk-over observations (based on an earlier route reconnaissance
undertaken by electrical and OHL engineers), and includes a preliminary indication of ground conditions
anticipated at the OHL tower/pole positions to guide the initial selection of foundation types.
Figure 1.1:

Site Location Plan

Indicative OHL route location
Source:

1.2

Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right [2014].

Proposed Development

The proposed development comprises the installation of approximately 17km of new Overhead Lines
(OHL) to provide a connection into the IEC power network from four proposed onshore wind farms located
in north Wales.
Earlier route appraisals have been undertaken which have determined two route options for consideration,
namely; the West route (via Hafod) and the East route (via Henllan). MML has been provided with the
proposed route alignment for both route options.

1
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At the time of writing this report it is understood that the west route is the client’s preferred option for
development. As such Envirocheck information (Refs. 1 and 2) has been procured by the client and
provided to MML for the west route only. The proposed OHL route options are shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2:

Source:

Proposed OHL Route Options

“North Wales OHL Route.” Google Earth, 20/04/2009. Accessed 28/07/2014 (provided by Scottish Power)

The proposed OHL route starts approximately 3km north east of Llyn Brenig reservoir and meanders down
through rolling hills towards the north where it ends approximately 3km south west of St. Asaph. Tower
locations are numbered beginning from Tower 1 at the start of the OHL route. It is understood that the
proposed towers will be in the form of Heavy Duty Wood Pole (for 132kV cables).
The two route options differ only in a central section where the route splits at Tower 122, located
approximately at 9.2km chainage from the start. Both route options comprise an approximately 4.3km
section through rolling countryside and farmland.

2
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The east route option comprises 43 tower locations, whilst the west route option comprises 53 tower
locations. The east and west routes coincide at approximate chainage 13.5km and numbering of towers
follows the west route sequence re-commencing at Tower 176 for both route options. Both routes
comprise a total of 17km new OHL cables. The total number of towers proposed is 218 and 208 for the
west and east routes respectively.
1.3

Objectives and Methodology

The objectives of this Geotechnical Desk Study are to:
1. Collate and review available desk-based information on site ground conditions.
2. Summarise observations made during earlier MML site walkover (undertaken 5th – 8th Nov. 2013).
3. Assess possible ground conditions at OHL tower locations (in so far as practicable based on available
information) to assist initial foundation selection.
4. Provide recommendations for confirmation of ground conditions and selection of foundation types.
Note that an assessment of contaminated land risks along the proposed route alignment is outwith the
current scope. Identification of potential clashes of the OHL route with existing utilities (buried and
overhead) is also outside the scope of this geotechnical desk study.
The following sources of information have been used in compiling this report:
•
•
•
•
•
1.4

Landmark Envirocheck Report, Order No. 58292066_1_1, dated 14/07/2014 (Ref. 1)
Landmark Envirocheck Report, Order No. 58292058_1_1, dated 14/07/2014 (Ref. 2)
British Geological Survey (BGS), Geology of Britain viewer (Ref. 3)
British Geological Survey (BGS), UK Hydrogeology viewer (Ref. 4)
Zetica Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Pre-Assessment Study (Ref. 5)
Limitations

This document has been prepared for the titled project or named part thereof and should not be relied
upon or used for any other project without an independent check being carried out as to its suitability and
prior written authority of MML being obtained. MML accepts no responsibility or liability for the
consequences of this document being used for a purpose other than the purposes for which it was
commissioned. Any person using or relying on the document for such other purpose agrees, and will by
such use or reliance be taken to confirm his agreement to indemnify MML for all loss or damage resulting
there from. MML accepts no responsibility or liability for this document to any party other than the person
by whom it was commissioned.
To the extent that this document is based on information supplied by other parties, MML accepts no liability
for any loss or damage suffered by the client stemming from any conclusions based on data supplied by
parties other than MML and used by MML in preparing this report.
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2

The Site

2.1

Site Description and Reconnaissance

Site details including information gathered during an earlier MML site walkover (undertaken by Colin Blair
th
th
on 5 – 8 November 2013 for both route options) are summarised in Table 2.1. It is understood that a
more comprehensive site walkover report and accompanying site photographs will be issued under
separate cover.
Table 2.1:

Site Details and Observations

Aspect

Details

Site Name:

Location:

Local Authority:

North Wales Wind Farm Connection,
herein referred to as ‘OHL route’
The OHL route begins approximately 3km north east of Llyn Brenig reservoir and
meanders down through rolling hills towards the north where it ends
approximately 3km south west of St. Asaph.
The OHL route runs within two Welsh counties: Conwy and Denbighshire. The
OHL route crosses the county boundaries on six occasions.

Latitude and Longitude:

Start (Tower 1): 53° 7'1.64"N, 3°28'34.72"W
End (Tower 218): 53°14'46.94"N, 3°29'29.09"W

Current Land Use:

The area of the OHL route generally comprises agricultural land, with a mixture of
cattle, sheep and arable farming within managed field boundaries.
Field boundaries take the form of thick hedges with the public road surface
generally sitting below the level of the adjacent field.
The OHL route passes through several strips of forestry, most notably at
Towers 85 – 87, and Towers 202 – 204. Towers 1 – 6 are located within dense
gorse vegetation.

Surface Conditions:

Throughout the MML site walkover the land appeared well drained with no peat
or waterlogged areas identified.
Most of the field profiles appear to have been modified through time due to
farming activity.
No rock outcrops were identified on the OHL route during the MML site walkover.
However, shallow rock was noted along a footpath leading to Waypoint WP002,
located at Tower 216.
Although no rock outcrops were witnessed along the OHL route, this does not
preclude its potential presence at very shallow depth beneath surface soils.

4

Topography:

Tower 1 is located at approximately 422m above ordnance datum (AOD). The
OHL route then gradually falls in elevation as it progresses north through rolling
countryside reaching a lowest elevation of approximately 74m AOD between
Towers 203 and 204 (chainage 15.8km). The profile then gradually rises again
and ends at approximately 124m AOD at Tower 218.

Site Access:

The OHL route passes over a number of roads: B5382, B5428, A543, B4501,
and B5435. From these roads, tower locations can be accessed through country
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Aspect

Details
fields on foot.

Watercourses:

The River Elwy passes under the OHL route between Towers 203 and 204
(chainage 15.8km) and the Afon Ystrad passes under the OHL route between
Towers 86 and 87 (approximate chainage 6.4km).
Numerous other small streams and tributaries to larger rivers also across the
OHL route along its full length.

Evidence of mining and quarrying:

2.2

A disused quarry was noted adjacent to WP014 during the MML site walkover,
which is located at Tower 196 (chainage 15.1km).

Discussion

It is noteworthy that no obvious evidence of very soft, boggy or waterlogged ground conditions underfoot at
any of the proposed tower locations was recorded during the route reconnaissance. Also, no evidence of
the presence of Peat was identified.
In general it is understood that should weak/loose soils be encountered then the proposed transmission
poles would normally require to be installed with the use of mass concrete foundations. Therefore such
evidence noted above is favourable in relation to identifying the likely ground conditions at the proposed
tower/pole positions for the North Wales Connection.
It should however be noted that the soil conditions beneath the ground surface may be worse than those
visible from the walk-over due to the common occurrence of a stiffer ‘crust’ which may be present at the
surface. In addition, a Geotechnical Engineer or Engineering Geologist may be able to characterise the
ground conditions in more detail from visual observations and traditional field tests (i.e. pocket
penetrometer, hand-vane, mackintosh probe etc).

5
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3

Desk Study Information

3.1

General

This section summarises the collated Desk Study information for the site which is primarily contained within
the Envirocheck Reports (Refs. 1 and 2). It should be noted that Envirocheck Reports for the west route
only have been procured by the client and provided to MML to form the basis for this review. This section
of the report therefore focuses on the west route, with observations relating to the east route made where
possible. Where other sources of information have been used, these have been referenced.
3.2

Geological and Environmental Setting

3.2.1

Published Geology

3.2.1.1

Superficial Geology

Superficial deposits underlying the OHL route are shown to predominantly comprise Devensian Till (glacial
sediment generally comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel). Several pockets of Flandrian aged alluvium
(clay, silt, sand, and gravel) and Quaternary aged alluvial fan deposits (sand and gravel) are also
encountered along the length of the OHL route.
A review of online geology maps (Ref. 3) indicates that superficial deposits underlying the east route option
are generally consistent with the above, except for a small area of Devensian aged glaciofluvial deposits
(sands and gravels) located approximately at Towers 129 – 134.
The OHL route also passes through several areas where no superficial deposits are recorded on the maps.
These locations are approximately as follows;
•
•
•
•
•

Towers 6 – 9 (chainage 350m – 580m),
Towers 48 – 59 (chainage 3.6km – 4.5km),
Towers 151 – 164 (west route only) (chainage 11.6km – 12.6km),
Towers 194 – 196 (chainage 15.0km – 15.2km),
Towers 215 – 217 (chainage 16.7 – 16.9km).

3.2.1.2

Bedrock Geology

The bedrock underlying the OHL route is shown to predominantly belong to the Elwy Formation;
sedimentary bedrock (mudstone, siltstone and sandstone) formed in the Sirulian Period.
A change in bedrock formation occurs at the northern end of the OHL route, approximately at Tower 193
(chainage 14.9km). The Clywd Limestone Group; sedimentary bedrock (limestone) formed in the
Carboniferous Period, is shown to be the predominant bedrock underlying the northernmost 2.1km of the
OHL route.

6
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The Ffernant Formation; sedimentary bedrock (mudstone, siltstone and sandstone) formed in the
Carboniferous Period is also present as a thin intrusion approximately between Towers 193 – 195
(chainage 14.9km – 15.0km) and Towers 199 – 202 (chainage 15.4km – 15.6km).
Bedrock faulting is indicated to be very prominent along the full length of the OHL route.
3.2.2

Historical Ground Investigation (GI)

A review of historical GI data relevant to the OHL route and available through the BGS Geology of Britain
viewer (Ref. 3) has been undertaken. Only historical GI records within 3km of the OHL route have been
reported and boreholes listed as ‘confidential’ or ‘restricted’ have not been itemised. The findings are
summarised in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1:

Historical Borehole Information

No.

BGS Reference

1

SJ06NW1 – Groes Bach
Denbigh

Location

Description of Ground Conditions

Approximately 750m south west of
Tower 104

Existing well to 5.5m depth, underlain by
clay and gravel to 15.2m depth.

(approximate tower chainage 7.7km)

Bedrock encountered as shale underlying
clay and gravel.

Approximately 900m west/south west of
Towers 146 and 147(west route)
(approximate tower chainage 11.2km)

Existing shaft which has collapsed and
been infilled. No soil logging for superficial
deposits. Bedrock encountered at
approximately 18.4m as broken shale.

Approximately 2.5km east of
Tower 140H (east route)

Clay with small cobbles to 7.5m depth,
underlain by Limestone bedrock.

2

SH96NE1 – Fach Farm
Garn Estate

3

SJ06NW5 — Plas
Chambres Farm

4

SJ07SW230 – Wigfair
Home Farm

Approximately 2.8km east of Tower 192
(approximate tower chainage 14.8km)

Soft and wet grey/red clay to 15m depth,
underlain by boulder clay to 48m depth.

5

SH97SE20 – Glascoed
Reservoir A1

Approximately 1km north-west of Tower
218 (approximate tower chainage 17km)

Topsoil to 0.3m depth overlying 2.6m of stiff
to very stiff brown boulder clay with
limestone fragments. Grey/ white limestone
encountered at 2.95m depth.

6

SH97SE24 - Glascoed
Reservoir B1

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth, overlying 1.6m stuff
brown sandy silty clay with grey fissures.
Stiff brown boulder clay to 2.6m, grey/
white limestone encountered at 2.8m.

7

SH97SE28 - Glascoed
Reservoir C1

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth, overlying 1.3m of
stiff brown sandy boulder clay. Stiff brown
slightly laminated boulder clay with grey
fissures encountered at 3.8m depth, with
grey/ white limestone at 3.9m depth.

8

SH97SE21 - Glascoed
Reservoir A2

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth overlying 4.9m of stiff
to very stiff brown boulder clay with
limestone fragments. Grey/ white limestone
encountered at 5.2m depth.

9

SH97SE25 - Glascoed
Reservoir B2

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth overlying 4.3m of stiff
to very stiff brown boulder clay with
limestone fragments. Grey/ white limestone

(approximate tower chainage 11.0km)

7
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No.

BGS Reference

Location

Description of Ground Conditions
encountered at 4.8m depth.

10

SH97SE29 - Glascoed
Reservoir C2

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth, overlying 1m of stiff
brown sandy boulder clay. Stiff to very stiff
brown boulder clay with limestone
fragments encountered at 1.3m depth, with
grey/ white limestone at 6.1m depth.

11

SH97SE22 - Glascoed
Reservoir A3

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth overlying 5.8m of stiff
to very stiff brown boulder clay with
limestone fragments. Grey/ white limestone
encountered at 6.2m depth

12

SH97SE26 - Glascoed
Reservoir B3

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth overlying 6.6m of stiff
to very stiff brown boulder clay with
limestone fragments. Grey/ white limestone
encountered at 7.1m depth.

13

SH97SE30 - Glascoed
Reservoir C3

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth, overlying 1.6m of
stiff brown sandy boulder clay. Stiff to very
stiff brown boulder clay with limestone
fragments encountered at 2m depth, with
grey/ white limestone at 7.4m depth

14

SH97SE23 - Glascoed
Reservoir A4

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth overlying 2.3m of stiff
to very stiff brown boulder clay with
limestone fragments. Grey/ white limestone
encountered at 9.2m depth.

15

SH97SE27 - Glascoed
Reservoir B4

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth overlying 9.7m of stiff
to very stiff brown boulder clay with
limestone fragments. Grey/ white limestone
encountered at 10.2m depth

16

SH97SE31 - Glascoed
Reservoir C4

Location - As Item No. 5

Topsoil to 0.3m depth, overlying 1.6m of
stiff brown sandy boulder clay. Stiff to very
stiff brown boulder clay with limestone
fragments encountered at 2m depth, with
grey/ white limestone at 9.5m depth.

Source:

BGS Geology of Britain viewer (Ref. 3)

The above historical GI data provides limited information on ground conditions underlying the proposed
OHL route due to the distance located from the site (750m to 2800m) and the limited soil descriptions
provided.
3.2.3

Mining and Quarrying

The proposed OHL route lies within an area which is not expected to be affected by Coal Mining.
A number of historical quarrying sites are however indicated within 500m of the OHL route and are
summarised in Table 3.2. The potential for shallow bedrock is considered likely in the vicinity of these
sites.

8
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Table 3.2:

BGS Recorded Mineral Sites

Site Name

Commodity

Geology

Approximate Location

Haffoty-Las Opencast

Slate

Elwy Formation

100m west of Towers 6 and 7

Pant-Y-Foel Opencast

Sandstone

Elwy Formation

100m east of Towers 26 and 27

Bodeiliog-Uchaf Opencast

Sandstone

Elwy Formation

200m west of Tower 102

Gwaenynog-Bach Gravel Pit
Opencast

Sand and gravel

Glaciofluvial Deposits

300m east of Towers 113 and 114

Solfa Waen Gravel Pit

Sand and gravel

Glaciofluvial Deposits

450m west of Towers 117 and 118

Unknown

Unknown

10 – 20m west of Towers 195 and 196

Limestone

Clywd Limestone Group

150m east of Towers 214 and 215

Lead

-

500m west of Tower 216

Unknown

Unknown

250m east of Tower 216

Unspecified quarry
Maes Opencast
Plas-Newydd
Unspecified quarry
Coed Plas-Newydd Opencast

Limestone

Clywd Limestone Group

500m west of Tower 218

Unspecified quarry

Unknown

Unknown

250m north east of Tower 218

Unspecified quarry

Unknown

Unknown

200m north west of Tower 218

Source:

Envirocheck Report (Refs. 1 and 2)

3.2.4

Ground Stability

Ground stability data included on maps within the Envirocheck Reports has been reviewed.
stability hazards with a risk level of ‘moderate’ to ‘high’ are summarised in Table 3.4.
Table 3.3:

Ground

Landslide

Stability Hazard

Risk

Location

Compressible Ground

Moderate

Towers 76 – 78, 80 – 82, 115 – 120, 136 – 137, 140 – 141,
172 – 174, 203 – 204

Ground Dissolution

Moderate

Towers 193 – 195

High

Towers 199 - 218

Moderate

Tower 45

Moderate - High

Towers 73 – 75, 115 – 117, 128 – 129, 136

High

Towers 85 – 86, 203 - 204

Landslide

Source:

Envirocheck Report (Refs. 1 and 2)

The ground stability hazards listed in Table 3.3 (namely, Compressibility, Dissolution and Landslide) are
defined as low to very low along the rest of the OHL route.
The risk from collapsible ground, running sands, and shrinking/swelling clay has also been reviewed but is
defined as very low along the entire length of the OHL route based on the mapping information.
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3.2.5

Hydrology

The River Elwy and the Afon Ystrad are the primary rivers which flow across the OHL route. The River
Elwy passes across the OHL route between Towers 203 and 204 (approximate chainage 15.8km). The
Afon Ystrad also passes across the OHL route between Towers 86 and 87 (approximate chainage 6.4km).
Numerous small streams and tributaries to larger rivers also flow across the OHL route along its full length.
The close proximity of watercourses to proposed tower locations may pose a risk of poor ground conditions
due to the presence of water and possible occurrence of loose sands and gravels or soft clayey soils.
3.2.6

Hydrogeology

Devensian Till underlying the OHL is classified as ‘unproductive strata’. The pockets of alluvium and
alluvial fan deposits are classified as ‘secondary aquifers’.
The BGS Hydrogeology viewer (Ref. 4) indicates that the majority of the OHL route is underlain by a low
productivity aquifer associated with the Elwy Formation bedrock and described as ‘highly indurated
argillaceous rocks with limited groundwater’. There is a change in hydrogeology which coincides with the
change in bedrock formation at the northern end of the OHL route. The northernmost section of the OHL
route (approximately from Tower 193) is underlain by a moderately productive aquifer described as
‘massive karstic limestone aquifer with rapid response to rainfall. Yields are noted to be highly variable
from dry to 40 L/s’.
3.2.7

Flooding

Several areas are indicated to be at risk from flooding where the OHL route passes over watercourses,
namely:
• Towers 85 and 86 (approximate chainage 6.3km – 6.4km) where the OHL route crosses Afon Ystrad.
• Towers 118 – 120 (approximate chainage 8.8km – 8.9km) where the OHL route crosses an un-named
stream.
• Towers 136 and 137 (west route) (approximate chainage 10.3km – 10.4km) where the OHL route
crosses an un-named stream.
• Towers 203 and 204 (approximate chainage 15.7km – 15.8km) where the OHL route crosses the River
Elwy.
It should be noted that a flood risk assessment is beyond the scope of this report.
3.3

Site History / Land Use

The history of the OHL route and surrounding area has been assessed based on historical maps dating
from 1874 to 2014 at 1:10,560, 1:10,000 and 1:2,500 scales. As previously highlighted, the OHL route is
generally located within undeveloped farmland and countryside. Changes to this land use and historical
developments recorded on site and in the surrounding area (up to 500m) are summarised Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4:

Site History

Towers

Chainage

OHL Route History

1-7

0 – 440m

On site: Undeveloped grassland/fields until circa 1963/1964 when a coniferous
forest plantation is shown to be present at the locations of Towers 1 – 6. A stream is
located flowing between Towers 2 and 3 and a road crossing the OHL route at
Tower 7 from 1879 (earliest map) and are still present. A forestry track is first shown
to run across the OHL at the location of Tower 1 circa 1970-1978.
Surrounding area: A quarry is first indicated approximately 100m west of Tower 6
in 1914 but is no longer listed by 1970-1978. The coniferous forestry plantation is
extends to the south of Tower 1 from 1970-1978 onwards. Two wind turbines
constructed within 500m west of the OHL route in 2014.

7 – 28

420m – 2km

On site: A small track/footpath cuts across the OHL route at Tower 22 from 1879
(earliest map), but is no longer shown from 2006 onwards. A road cuts across the
OHL in a northerly direction at Tower 24 from 1879 to the present day.
Surrounding area: A road runs in a north east direction approximately 100-200m
east of the OHL route, and meets a junction with three other roads to the east of
Tower 21. An ‘old quarry’ is listed approximately 100m east of Towers 25/26 in
1900 but is no longer listed from 1907-1978 onwards.

28 - 43

2km – 3.3km

On site: A small stream is listed under the OHL route from 1879 to the present day,
starting approximately at Tower 32 and flowing north east, passing adjacent to
Tower 33.
A small pond is listed approximately at Tower 30 from 1879 to 1970, but is no longer
shown from 2006 onwards. A road cuts across the OHL route approximately at
Tower 34 from 1879 onwards.
Surrounding area: Three small farms/settlements are listed within 250m west of the
OHL route from 1879 onwards.

43 – 60

3.3km – 4.5km

On site: An unidentified structure named ‘Cefn-maen-isaf’ is shown approximately
100m west of Towers 44/45 in 1879 but is no longer listed from 1900. Heathland
covers the OHL route between Towers 47 – 50 and 54 – 58 from 1879 but is turned
into fields circa 1970/1971.
A road crosses the OHL route at Towers 49/50 from 1879 onwards. A footpath
connects with this road from 1900 onwards.
Surrounding area: Undeveloped heathland and grassland with several small
farms/settlements within 250m – 500m east.

60 - 69

4.5km – 5.2km

On site: Two small streams shown flowing north east through the site approximately
at Towers 64/65 and 68/69 from 1879 onwards. Non-coniferous forest covers the
OHL route approximately between Towers 60 – 62 from 1879 to 2006. A spring is
listed approximately at Tower 61, flowing north west from 1970 onwards. From
2006 onwards, a ‘drain’ is shown running to approximately Tower 61.
Surrounding area: Undeveloped heathland and grassland with several small
farms/settlements within 250 – 500m.

69 – 83

5.2km – 6.2km

On site: An unnamed road (later the B501) cuts across the OHL route between
Towers 69 – 70 and a small stream flows in a northerly direction approximately
under Tower 77 from 1879 onwards.
Surrounding area: Undeveloped grassland with several small farms/settlements
within 250m – 500m.

83 - 115

6.2km – 8.55km

On site: An unnamed road cuts across the OHL route at Tower 84 and the Afon
Ystrad river flows through the OHL route in a north west direction between Towers
86 and 87, from 1879 onwards. Pandy Wood is located on the banks of Afon Ystrad
covering Towers 85 and 96 from 1879 onwards.
Two unnamed roads cross through OHL route from 1879 onwards, between Towers
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Towers

Chainage

OHL Route History
180 – 109 (later the A543) and between Towers 112 and 113.
Surrounding area: A small settlement named Pandy is located approximately 100m
west of Towers 86/87 from 1879 onwards. An ‘old quarry’ is listed approximately
200m west of Towers 102/103 and an sand and gravel pit is listed approximately
500m east of Towers 117/118, between the years 1900 – 1970. The wider
surrounding area comprises undeveloped grassland and small forests with several
roads and small farms/settlements within 250m – 500m.

115 – 130

8.5km – 9.8km

On site: Forestry covers the OHL route approximately between Towers 116 – 118
from 1879 to 2006. A stream is shown to run through the OHL route approximately
at Towers 117 – 120 from 1879 onwards.
Surrounding area: An old gravel pit is listed approximately 450m west of Towers
117/118 from 1900 – 2014. A fish pond and waterfall are listed approximately 200m
west of Tower 117 from 1900 onwards. A stew pond is listed approximately 100m
east of Towers 122/123 from 1900 onwards.

130 - 146

9.8km – 11.2km

On site: Two unnamed roads cross the OHL route between Towers 130 – 131 (later
the B5428) and Towers 132 – 133 from 1879 onwards. A small stream surrounded
by trees crosses the OHL route at approximately Tower 137 from 1897 onwards.
Surrounding area: A spring is shown approximately 100m east of Towers 129/130
from 1914 – 1995. The wider surrounding area comprises undeveloped grassland
and small farms/settlements within 250m – 500m.

146 - 160

11.2km – 12.2km

On site: Two unnamed roads cross the OHL route between Towers 146 – 157 (later
the B5382) and Towers 158 – 159 from 1880 onwards. The Afon Asa river flows
across the OHL route between Towers 152 – 153 and is surrounded by trees from
1880 onwards.
A weir is located on the Afon Asa river between Towers 158 – 159 from 1900
onwards.
A reservoir and filter beds (Henlland Water Works) are located approximately 100m
east of Towers 147/148 from 1900 – 2006.
Surrounding area: Hafod reservoir and mill are located on the Afon Asa river to
approximately 500m the east of the OHL route from 1900, however, the mill is no
longer listed by 1970/1978.
Hafod Wood located within 250 – 500m west of Towers 149 – 158 from 1880
onwards.

160 – 179

12.2km – 13.7km

On site: A road crosses the OHL route at approximately Tower 168 from 1880
onwards. A small stream is located within 50m east of Towers 171 – 173, running
adjacently to the OHL route. A road runs adjacent to the OHL route within 50m east
of Towers 174 – 177 before converging with three other roads at Towers 177/178
from 1880 onwards.
Surrounding area: Two large farms/industrial buildings are located approximately
100m east of the OHL route from 1880 onwards and are seen to expand in size over
time. The wider surrounding area comprises undeveloped grassland and small
farms/settlements within 250m – 500m.

179 - 191

13.7km – 14.8km

On site: Two roads converge approximately at Tower 185 from and a stream is
indicated adjacent to the converged road from 1880 onwards. A limekiln is also
indicated at the road convergence 1880 – 1900.
Surrounding area: Three wells are listed within 250m of the OHL route. The wider
surrounding area comprises undeveloped grassland, small forests and small
farms/settlements within 250m – 500m.

191 – 206

12

14.8 km – 15.9km

On site: The Nant-Y-Graig river is surrounded by trees and flows across the OHL
route approximately at Tower 193 from 1880 onwards.
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Towers

Chainage

OHL Route History
Two unspecified quarries are listed approximately at Towers 194 – 196 in 1990 but
are no longer listed from 1914 onwards. An old limekiln is listed at the location of
the quarries from 1914 – 1971/1978.
The River Elwy is surrounded by trees and flows across the OHL route between
Towers 203 – 204 from 1880 onwards. Trees immediately to the north of the River
Elwy have been removed by 2006.
Surrounding area: Undeveloped grasslands/fields with small forests within 250m –
500m.

206 – 218

15.9km – 17km

On site: A road crosses the OHL route approximately at Tower 214 and a second
road runs parallel within 50 – 100m west of the towers from 1880 onwards.
Surrounding area: Two quarries, with limekilns, are listed approximately 300m west
and 300m north west of Tower 218 from 1878/1880 onwards. The quarry 300m
west is indicated to be disused from 1971/1978 onwards.
The wider surrounding area comprises undeveloped grassland, small forests and
small farms/settlements within 250m – 500m.

Source:

3.4

Envirocheck Report (Refs. 1 and 2)

Unexploded Ordnance

A pre-desk study assessment for Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) has been undertaken by Zetica (Ref. 5)
and is included in Appendix A of this Desk Study Report.
According to Zetica’s records the region of OHL route was not affected by bombing during WWI and there
are no readily available records of high explosive bombs falling on or in close proximity to the OHL route
site during WWII. The Zetica pre-desk study assessment concludes that the risk to the OHL route from
UXO is considered to be low. A low risk is defined as a bomb density of up to 10 bombs per 1000 acres.
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4

Geotechnical Assessment

4.1

Preliminary Ground Model

Based on the review of available geology mapping, an assumed preliminary ground model for the OHL
route is summarised as follows:
•

Devensian till comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel underlying the majority of the OHL route
or

•

Pockets of alluvial deposits comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel along the OHL route, generally
coinciding where streams and rivers are encountered.
overlying

•

Bedrock comprising mudstone, siltstone and sandstone underlying the majority of the OHL route, with
limestone underlying the northernmost 2.1km (Towers 193 – 218) of the OHL route. Bedrock is
suspected to be shallow where no superficial deposits are indicated on geology maps and where
evidence of historical bedrock quarrying is noted from maps in the vicinity of the OHL route.

From the desk-based review findings a prediction of anticipated ground conditions for specific tower
locations on the west route is given in Table 4.1. It should be noted that this is a preliminary indication of
expected ground conditions. It is recommended that these are verified via a site walk-over by a
Geotechnical Engineer in conjunction with field tests and/or specific ground investigations where
necessary prior to construction.
4.2

Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment

In general, it is understood that wooden poles are proposed to be used for the OHL towers where practical
to install. The depth of pole embedment below ground surface may typically be up to approximately 2.5m
depending on ground conditions, and may contain wooden bracing as necessary. Soils excavated to allow
for pole installation are expected to be used as backfill. When poor ground conditions are encountered,
which are likely to provide low strength and high compressibility, then special foundation designs are
expected to be required which comprise excavation and backfilling with engineered fill and/or mass
concrete to provide the necessary tower stability.
A preliminary assessment of anticipated ground conditions at OHL tower locations has been undertaken
based on the desk study information reported herein. Only towers on the west route have been
considered, due to the limited data available for the east route. A geotechnical classification system has
been used for characterisation of the ground conditions at the tower locations in order to provide an initial
indication of the possible number of foundations requiring concrete for additional stability.
The classification of ground conditions is defined as follows:
P – Poor
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necessary.
Ground conditions have been characterised as 'poor' if alluvial deposits are identified on
geological maps and/or if compressible ground has been identified in the ground
stability data. These aspects generally correlate to locations in close vicinity to
watercourses which run through the OHL route.
M – Moderate

It is anticipated the superficial deposits are present at the near surface which possess
strength characteristics such that standard pole foundation designs will be adequate. In
this case, no special precautions or designs are anticipated to be necessary.
Ground conditions have been characterised as 'moderate' if geological maps indicate
the presence of superficial deposits comprising Till (clay, silt, sand and gravel) and no
presence of peat or alluvial soils. Typically, where no evidence suggests 'poor' or 'rock'
ground conditions in close vicinity to the OHL route then it is assumed that the ground
conditions will be Moderate.

R – Rock

Bedrock is suspected to be present at shallow depth below ground level (or out
cropping). Therefore excavations of rock and/or special foundation designs (such as
rock anchors) may be required.
Ground conditions have been classified as 'rock' if geological maps indicate no
superficial or alluvial soil deposits to be present overlying bedrock. Where historical
quarrying activity is located within close vicinity to the OHL route this correlates to
locations where no superficial deposits are indicated, and may be indicative of shallow
rock depths.
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Table 4.1:

Preliminary Ground Characterisation (West Route Alignment)

Towers

Approximate
Chainage

1–5

6–9

0m – 350m

Anticipated Ground Conditions at OHL Tower
Locations

Justification for Classification

*Classification of ground
conditions
P/S/R

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel overlying
shallow bedrock

Towers are located within an area of forestry. Superficial
deposits indicated but shallow bedrock suspected due to
historical quarrying approximately 100m west of Tower 6.

R

Shallow bedrock

No superficial deposits indicated on geology maps. Historical
quarrying of bedrock recorded approximately 100m west of
Tower 6.

R

350m – 580m

10 – 24

650m – 1.7km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

M

25 – 27

1.8km – 2.0km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown. Historical
quarrying of bedrock recorded approximately 100m west of
Towers 26 and 27.

M

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

M

Shallow bedrock

No superficial deposits indicated on geology maps.

R

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown. Note historical
spring identified at Tower 61 has potential to cause saturated
ground conditions.

M

Alluvial deposits comprising sand and gravel

Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.

P

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

M

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.
Identified as area of compressible ground in Ground Stability
review.

P

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown. Note that
historical sandstone quarrying recorded approximately 200m
west of Tower 102 and sand and gravel quarrying
approximately 300m east of Towers 113 – 114.

M

Towers cross over Afon Ystrad river so potential for poor
ground due to compressible alluvial deposits. Location shown
to be at risk to flooding. Note high risk of landslide at
Towers 85 – 86.

P

28 - 47

2.1km – 3.6km

48 – 59

3.7km – 4.5km

60 – 62

4.55km – 4.7km

63 – 66

4.8km – 5.0km

67 – 75

5.05km – 5.6km

76 – 82

5.7km – 6.1km

83 – 84

85 – 87
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6.2km – 6.25km

6.3km – 6.45km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.
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Towers

Approximate
Chainage

Anticipated Ground Conditions at OHL Tower
Locations

88 - 114

6.5km – 8.4km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

115 – 120

8.5km – 9.0km

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.
Identified as area of compressible ground in Ground Stability
review. Historical sand and gravel quarrying approximately
450m west of Towers 117 and 118.
Towers 118 – 120 cross a stream and located in an area at
risk to flooding.

Justification for Classification

*Classification of ground
conditions
P/S/R
M

P

Note moderate-high risk of landslide at Towers 115 – 117.
121 – 135

136 – 137

9.1km – 10.2km

10.3km – 10.4km

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.
Identified as area of compressible ground in Ground Stability
review.
Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.
Identified as area of compressible ground in Ground Stability
review. Towers located near a stream in an area at risk to
flooding.

M

P

Note moderate-high risk of landslide at Tower 136.
138 – 139

10.45km – 10.5km

140 – 141

10.6km – 10.7km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

M

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.
Identified as area of compressible ground in Ground Stability
review.

P

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

M

142 – 150

10.85km – 11.5km

151 - 164

11.6km – 12.5km

Shallow bedrock

No superficial deposits indicated on geology maps.

R

165 – 170

12.6km – 13.0km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

M

171 – 174

13.1km – 13.3km

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.
Identified as area of compressible ground in Ground Stability
review.

P

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown. Note that Nant-YGraig river flows nearby Tower 193 so indicates the potential
for saturated ground conditions.

M

175 – 193

17

13.4km – 14.9km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.
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Towers

Approximate
Chainage

194 – 196

15.0km – 15.15km

Anticipated Ground Conditions at OHL Tower
Locations

Justification for Classification

Shallow bedrock

No superficial deposits indicated on geology maps.

*Classification of ground
conditions
P/S/R

Historical quarrying recorded approximately 10 - 20m from
Towers 194 – 196 and identified during the site walkover.
197 – 202

15.2km – 15.6km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown.

203 - 204

15.7km – 15.8km

Alluvial deposits comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

Potential for poor ground due to compressible alluvial deposits.
Identified as area of compressible ground in Ground Stability
review. Towers are located on either bank of the River Elwy
and in an area at risk to flooding.

R

M

P

Note high risk of landslide at Towers 203 – 204.
205 – 213

214 - 218

15.9km – 16.5km

Till comprising sand, silt, clay and gravel.

16.6km – 17km

Shallow bedrock

Devensian till shown to be present underlying OHL route.
However, the depth to bedrock is unknown. Note high risk of
ground dissolution.

M

No superficial deposits indicated on geology maps between
Towers 215 - 217. Numerous historical quarrying recorded
within 250m – 500m of Towers 214 – 218. Note high risk of
ground dissolution.

R

* Classification of Ground Conditions
P – Poor
M – Moderate
R – Rock

Based on the summary in Table 4.1, the preliminary geotechnical assessment indicates the following:
•
•
•

30 no. OHL towers located on poor ground.
145 no. OHL towers located on moderate ground.
43 no. OHL towers located on shallow rock.

Total = 218 towers for West Route Alignment
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5

Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1

Conclusions

A preliminary geotechnical assessment has been undertaken to provide an initial classification of ground
conditions based on a desk based review. Superficial deposits comprising clay, silt, sand and gravel
(glacial till) are indicated to underlie much of the OHL route and these soils may provide an adequate
stratum for installation of standard timber poles & foundations. However, localised areas of anticipated
weak/loose ground (i.e. compressible alluvium) and shallow near-surface bedrock are also anticipated to
underlie some of the proposed tower locations. In these cases, it is considered that special foundation
designs or installation techniques may be required in constructing the proposed OHL.
From the desk-based review findings a prediction of anticipated ground conditions for specific tower
locations on the west route has been provided. It is estimated that approximately 145/218 towers may be
located within moderate ground conditions, 43/218 within the vicinity of shallow rock and 30/218 within
poor ground conditions.
5.2

Recommendations

It is recommended that a site walkover is undertaken by a Geotechnical Engineer or Engineering Geologist
to visually examine the ground conditions at the proposed tower locations and undertake field tests
(comprising hand vane and/or probing) to more accurately estimate the composition and strength of the
near surface soils, and probe for the potential presence of shallow bedrock. A visual inspection of the
surrounding area would also be undertaken to assess the potential risk of slope stability and other groundrelated hazards.
Based on these walk-over observations recommendations could then be made on any intrusive ground
investigations (i.e. borehole or trial pit) which may be required to more accurately characterise the ground
to facilitate foundation design and construction planning.
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Appendix A. Zetica UXO Pre-Desk Study
Assessment

Figure A.1:
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